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Online & Groupware introduces TAPP : an outstanding new and easy way to organize and secure all your 
digital content thanks to web-delivered integrated services without you having to hassle with devices, 
software, files and computing knowledge.   
 
Your bank empowers you with an account which represents you virtually in  the commercial world . It  
provides you with all seamless services required to organize, secure, record, track and keep you in 
control of all your cash transactions. Similarly, your TAPP server empowers you with an “e-Me” that is 
your virtual self in cyberspace. Your “e-Me” secures your identity on the Web, manages and organizes all 
your actions and resulting content in your personal vault and recalls everything at the moment you need 
it. 
 
Rather than struggling with files, disks, software, payment systems, you are now enabled to “tap” into 
your Stuff in the right context and to save it appropriately in mobiquity ( mobility and ubiquity ). 
 
Like a "GoogleTM of your life", TAPP simply sorts all your content as you transact it  whatever format. It 
stores and retrieves, on demand, no matter what device. 
 
TAPP puts an end to the "where is my stuff" problem. Users no longer need to search for things. They 
can simply get them.   
 
While other companies still sell visions, TAPP is ready now as API for our partners to develop their “user 
centric” web end-to-end applications. This is awaited by many actors, willing to foster service-oriented 
platforms :ISPs, telcos and mobile operators, consumer goods, utilities and services suppliers, banks, 
NGOs, governments, and public institutions. 
 
TAPP releases you  from Personal Computing and enriches you with pervasive Personal 
Networking, 
 
About Online & Groupware 
Online and Groupware is based around Paris, France.  TAPP is a 50 man/years development project that 
is self-funded by the team of directors. The project roots back in 1994. It was started in the founder's 
previous venture that was sold in March 2000 for 72 times its initial start-up value. 
 
In addition to the TAPP architecture, which is provided through a “creative commons” license, Online & 
Groupware also provides enterprise class applications through OEM partners and integrators.    
 
Web sites:  http://www.online-and-groupware.com   http://www.gotapp.com  
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